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A b s t r a c t .  This paper summarises a number of features of several r e -  

c e n t  projects in the field of high-integrity embedded system design, and 
in particular in the design and verification of schedulers and schedules 
for such systems. It discusses the technical issues of modelling the tim- 
ing requirements and features of such software with reference to the CSP 
language and the FDR model checking tool, and makes some observa- 
tions about the choice and availability of data, re-use of modelling effort, 
and presentation of results. The technical work is illustrated by a small 
example, and shows a variety of useful modelling idioms rather than n e w  

mathematical results. The final section discusses the applicability of the 
present process, and attempts to draw conclusions regarding the wider 
application of formal methods. 

1 B a c k g r o u n d  

Over the last 2-3 years, both Formal Systems companies have taken par t  in 
projects aiming to increase confidence in the dependability of embedded real- 
t ime systems by using formal techniques. This paper  a t tempts  to summarize  the 
technical and organizational issues encountered in these projects. 

The applications considered come from a range of areas in which correct 
operat ion of a microprocessor-based controller is vital to the safe and reliable 
operat ion of some larger system or plant. Such systems are inevitably subject 
to critical t iming and sequencing constraints. In addition, relatively limited re- 
sources must  often be used to support  a range of potentially distinct activities. 
The scheduling of such interacting tasks on a single processor is the main techni- 
cal problem discussed here: this aspect of design is difficult to control and predict 
with historical software engineering methods. 

The  work described here was concerned principally with gaining confidence 
in scheduling policies and schedules produced manually as part  of a conventional 
program development. Our project emphasis has been on producing useful results 
in an engineering environment as much as on formal proofs of correctness: our 
approach yields indications of the severity of a failure, or the margin of a success, 
where possible, and aims to use as little detailed information about  the behaviour 
of the program in question as possible - such da ta  is typically liable to change 
and may  not, in any case, be available until late in the design process. 
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1.1 The  Real -Time Env i ronmen t  

In the industries which provided the background to this paper, the design and 
construction of any system is often reviewed or controlled by external agencies 
and subject to rigorous audit and process management. Standards such as [9, 13] 
are typical of those enforced or proposed. 

One consequence of this tight design control is that the implementation tech- 
nologies available are tightly constrained by standards or by justifiable engineer- 
ing conservatism. Programs for embedded systems of the type we are considering 
are commonly implemented in a distributed style: the software is structured as 
a series of distinct tasks, whose execution is triggered by a scheduler. Inter-task 
communication is usually implemented by the use of shared variables. As only a 
single task is executing at any instant, access control is typically not required for 
these variables. Input and output activities are implemented as tasks which are 
scheduled in the same way as computation. In the most critical systems preemp- 
tive scheduling is avoided and long low-frequency tasks are broken in to smaller 
sub-tasks if required. 

The scheduling schemes are generally simple: many systems execute time- 
critical tasks in a fixed order in cycles synchronized with a single fixed period 
clock interrupt, although the techniques we will discuss here are rather more 
flexible, as will be discussed in Section 6.2. Task sequencing constraints are cap- 
tured by the order of tasks in the list, and a variety of execution rates can be 
permitted by organizing the schedule into a series of minor cycles (frames) of 
fixed duration, each of which is executed in turn in a longer major cycle. For ex- 
ample, if a control system requires that certain outputs are updated every 2ms, 
while other status information need only be computed every 10ms, we might 
structure the execution schedule as shown in Figure 1. 

Minor cycle 

2ms [ 2ms I 2ms 

10ms 

Major cycle 

2ms I 2ms 
I 

_ _ J _ _  

Fig. 1. Major and Minor Cycles in a Repetitive Schedule 

Our work will concentrate on analysing and specifying the correctness and 
behavioural properties of schedulers of this type. Apart from specifically sched- 
ule related data, we will not consider the data flow or functionM aspects of the 
software, but concentrate on the control flow. Critical embedded systems tend 
to have relatively limited data manipulation functions, and this is often already 
specified and analysed in detail within, say, the domain of control theory. This 
restriction also has the advantage of removing requirements for detailed infor- 
mation about the application program: simple timing estimates or budgets for 
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principal tasks may be available early in design cycle, and are likely to change 
less frequently than functional requirements and design decisions determining 
data flow. 

1.2 The  CSP Formal ism 

The critical performance criteria of embedded systems are principally defined 
by the points at which external inputs are monitored and external outputs are 
provided. The Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) theory [4] is an at- 
tractive base for the analysis of such systems because it treats observable external 
interaction, rather than structure or state, as the primary defining feature of a 
system. The CSP theory provides a an expressive process-algebraic programming 
language, a range of semantic models of varying abstraction, powerful notions of 
refinement and abstraction, and an extensive algebra of equality and refinement 
laws. Mechanical support for CSP refinement proofs is available in the form of 
Formal Systems' F D R  refinement checker [11]. For readers unfamiliar with the 
language, a summary of notation is given in Appendix A. 

Ref inement  and proof  in CSP. A variety of complementary formal mean- 
ings can be given to a CSP program: the simplest model identifies just the se- 
quences of events, or traces that a process can perform. For example, the traces 
of open -~ shut -~ STOP are 0 (the empty trace), {open), and {open, shut). 
More sophisticated models (see [4]) introduce additional information, such as 
refusal sets: sets of events which may be blocked by a process after executing a 
given trace. 

We refer to one process, P, as a refinement of another, Q, written Q E P, if 
any possible behaviour of P is also a possible behaviour of Q. Thus in the traces 
model (where the subscript T stands for 'traces'), 

Q E T P r162 Traces(P) C_ Traces(Q) 

Our specification strategy is based on this form of refinement. Suppose S is 
a process whose behaviours are all in some sense "acceptable": if P refines S 
(S E P) then the same acceptability must apply to all P's behaviours and so P 
satisfies a requirement represented by S. This argument can be applied both to 
situations where S represents an abstract property (such as a safety or liveness 
condition) and where S represents some idealized model of a system's behaviour. 
In this paper we will often view S as a kind of observer who monitors and allows 
valid behaviours, while refusing to participate in invalid ones. 

Model l ing  t ime -dependen t  behaviour .  The questions which we seek to ad- 
dress clearly involve consideration of time-dependent effects and properties. 
While there is an established Timed CSP (TCSP) formalism [8], the work de- 
scribed here used the untimed theory and modelled the passage of time explicitly 
within the algebra. There were two main reasons for this decision. Firstly, the 
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models of Timed CSP have a very rich structure, which makes them highly 
expressive, but tends to make proof complex and reduces the flexibility of the 
algebraic laws. Secondly, powerful tool support (in the form of FDR)  is available 
for the untimed language, but not yet for the timed variant. 

The representation of timing behaviour in our models is achieved by using 
an event tock which represent the passage of a constant time period. Our model 
of time is thus discrete, although the interval represented by tock is a parameter 
of our analysis. In this context, a process which simply terminates successfully 
after an interval of, say, three units is written 

tock --* tock --* tock --* SKIP  

and a process which offers event a but is willing to delay for any amount of time 
can be written 

P = (rock P) a (a - - . . . )  

This representation of time is not in itself novel; see, for example, [6]. The basis 
of this approach to CSP is principally the work of Roscoe [10]. 

Models in this style can be composed using the standard CSP operators and 
the resulting idiom has significant expressive power: renaming and parallel com- 
position allow the effects of partially synchronized clocks to be investigated, and 
unsynchronized parallel offers an abstract model of time sharing computation. 
Not all such models maintain the clear physical intuition of these examples, how- 
ever. In particular, we must show that our models never "stop time" by entering 
a state after which no timing events are possible or by insisting that infinite 
computation occurs between timing events. We may check these latter "well- 
formedness" conditions by verifying a single refinement in the more complex 
failures~divergence model: 

RUN{rock} ~FD System X ( ~  - {toe]g}) (i) 

where ~ is the global set of all events and R U N ( A )  is a process which accepts 
arbitrary sequences of events from A, 

RUNA = [~ x ---* RUNA. 
x:A 

Once this is established, timing properties can be verified by considering only the 
traces of the processes involved, using refinement as above: we determine whether 
Spec E T System. It is important to note that although many of the requirements 
discussed would conventionally be thought of as liveness properties (tasks will be 
executed within bounds), the addition of quantitative timing constraints results 
in a property which can be expressed as a condition on allowable traces, coupled 
with the necessary proof of (1). 
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1.3 A Small Case-Study 

As an example of the type of system which we plan to analyse, consider an 
automot ive  Engine Management  System (EMS). We will assume that  this micro- 
processor system is responsible for monitoring a range of inputs from the engine, 
the driver, and other vehicle systems. It  will be required to produce outputs  to 
various actuators  and a range of informational and warning signals. We expect 
that  some signals must  be generated at a relatively high frequency and that  
the major i ty  of the others are required less frequently. (The actual  signals and 
timings are chosen to provide examples of the features of a range of systems 
ra ther  than  to give a realistic model of a particular application.) The  time- 
critical tasks required by this application are listed in Table 1. The interactions 
between them are described in [5], which includes further information on all 
aspects of this example. The model described below assumes knowledge only of 

Acronym Function Freq. Max Acronym Function Freq. Max 
Len. Len. 

Hz t~s Hz #s 
RAA Read Accel. Angle 80 300 DFP Drive Fuel Pump 160 300 
RSD Read SpeeD 160 500 RXA Read eXhaust Anal. 40 400 
RFP Read Fuel Pressure 160 300 AMX Adjust MiXture 40 400 
ROT Read Oil Temp. 40 250 RWT Read Water Temp. 40 250 
CSD Calc. Speed Demand 80 1000 CWT Check Water Temp. 40 250 
CIT Calc. Injector Timing 160 700 DCP Drive Cooling Pump 40 300 
CFP Check Fuel Pressure 160 300 LSS Limit Speed Schedule 40 400 
COT Check Oil Temp. 40 250 IES Indicate Eng. Status 40 800 

DI Drive Injector 160 500 DTM Drive TachoMeter 40 250 
AGT Adjust iGniTion 80 800 

Table  1. Time-critical components of the EMS 

a bound on the execution time of each task. This may be based on estimates or 
budgets ra ther  than precise calculation, and our results will then indicate the 
consequences of the assumptions made. 

2 R e q u i r e m e n t s  

Requirements are placed on an embedded system by the external engineering 
disciplines governing the application. The functional requirements are often rel- 
atively simple and well-defined; t iming and interfacing requirements may be 
much more complex. A system will typically be required to provide outputs  at 
a specified rate, and to ensure that  these outputs  reflect a sufficiently 'fresh'  
set of input values. The major i ty  of software timing requirements arise from 
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these considerations. Time-independent requirements (including restrictions on 
valid orders of task execution) can be specified and verified using the established 
techniques of [4]. 

2.1 I t e r a t i o n  R a t e s  

The simplest timing requirements are those which state that  particular functions 
(such as providing an output)  are executed regularly. Such requirements can 
express a variety of forms of constraint: repetition at a fixed rate, within specified 
timing tolerances; repetition at a nominal rate (placing a bound on the rate 
of timing deviation, but not an absolute maximum displacement), or perhaps 
long-term bounds on average execution rates. Requirements of this form provide 
one of the most important  inputs to the design of a scheduler, and verifying 
these properties constitutes an important  "sanity check" on a proposed design, 
although ensuring that  such conditions are met is not usually a difficult task in 
itself. 

2.2 Sequence Timing 

A more sophisticated and more stringent requirement is necessary to capture 
overall response time conditions which are inevitable in embedded systems de- 
sign. These typically take the form of constraints placed on sequences of task 
executions calls to ensure that  the response to a particular input change is made 
in a timely fashion. 

A typicM requirement of this form will define a initial task, which is respon- 
sible for detecting some input condition, a list of subsequent tasks each of which 
derives a value from values provided by previous tasks, and a final task which 
generates the output.  An associated time bound will define the maximum allow- 
able delay between input and output ,  and is thus a maximum bound on the t ime 
from the start  of the execution of the first procedure to the completion of the 
last specified. Any number of other operations could theoretically intervene, and 
several such conditions, or even several instances of the same condition, can be 
active at once. Some examples of sequence specifications for the EMS are shown 
in Table 3 (a more realistic example would have several dozen such conditions). 

2.3 Q u a n t i t a t i v e  R e s u l t s  

The final type of requirements which we might consider as having a direct im- 
pact on scheduler correctness are those which place quantitative bounds on the 
satisfaction of particular deadlines, or on the overall utilization of the system by 
time-critical tasks. It is common practice, for example, to insist that  a specified 
proportion of processor time remains free for possible expansion, and to allow 
for the possible variations in clock frequency and interrupt latency. These con- 
ditions are not necessarily strictly enforced, and it is generally unreasonable to 
reject a design for missing a non-critical deadline by a small margin. We may 
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at tempt  a rigorous verification, but accept the system anyway if it fails by a 
sufficiently "small" amount, or relax the specification initially and then measure 
the amount by which the weaker specification is satisfied. Both these approaches 
are discussed below (in Sections 3.2 and 3.4). 

3 S p e c i f i c a t i o n s  

This section is intended to give formal CSP characterizations of the properties 
discussed above. Our specifications will be based on trace refinement as described 
in Section 1.2. We give, as a formal description of the property we require, a CSP 
program which allows all the sequences of events we wish to consider as valid. 
A scheduling system will satisfy our requirements if all the possible behaviours 
of the system model are permitted by this specification process. 

3.1 O b s e r v a b l e  e v e n t s  

Our correctness criteria concern the passage of time and the execution of soft- 
ware tasks. We will therefore assume that  the following events may be used in 
representing the behaviour of our system: 

tock indicates the passage of one unit of time, as discussed in Section 1.2. We 
usually make the unit of time a parameter to our model so as to investigate 
the effects of the approximation by varying the actual value used. 

exec.i represents the start  of execution of a task i. We do not need to model the 
completion of a task explicitly if it can be inferred to sufficient accuracy for 
our needs from the start  of the next task. 

cycle indicates the start  of cycle of scheduler execution, cycle events are as- 
sumed to occur at intervals corresponding to the fastest execution period 
required by a program. In implementation terms, cycle might represent a 
timer interrupt.  

3.2 I t e r a t i o n  Rates  

We now present CSP processes capturing two of the possible interpretations 
of the informal requirement that a task "shall execute with period Ti". Our 
specifications are presented as observers which characterize the behaviour which 
the system should be permit ted to perform. If all the system's behaviours are 
permit ted by the observer, the requirement is satisfied; if not, the system is 
unacceptable. 

R e p e t i t i o n  at precise instants. In practice, we will never be able to achieve 
execution at exactly specified instants, but the following specification is a useful 
demonstrat ion of the principles used by more realistic specifications. We first 
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define a process which deterministically allows T tock events to occur between 
occurrences of exec.i events: 

PERIOD(i, T, n) = i f  n = 0 
t h e n  exec.i --+ PERIOD(i, T, T) 
else rock --* PERIOD(i, T, n - 1 ) 

(2) 

This process maintains n, the t ime allowed until the next occurrence of exec.i. 
When the count is zero, it will only allow this execution action to occur; when n 
is non-zero, the process will Mlow t ime to pass (represented by the rock action) 
and decrement the count accordingly. To allow the first execution to take place 
at any t ime between 0 and T - 1, we use a non-deterministic specification 

[~ PERIOD ( i, T, t). 
O<~t<. T--1 

Should we wish to constrain the first occurrence more tightly, we can simply 
reduce the range of variation of t, or indeed specify its value precisely. 

A l l o w i n g  a t o l e r a n c e .  Now consider the a more practical requirement which 
places bounds [Tmin~, Tmaxi] on the interval between successive executions of 
a task. We will refer to this as a bounded rate of drift condition. The following 
process characterises such behaviour. 

BRATE(i ,  n) = ( i f  n < Tmaxi t h e n  tock --+ BRATE(i ,  n + 1) else  STOP) 
[] 
( i f  Tmini <~ n t h e n  exec.i -+ BRATE(i ,  O) else  STOP) 

The only information that  need actually be retained from the history of the 
process is the t ime since the last execution, n. If this is greater  than Tmini, 
the execution is allowed. Its  initial value may be specified, or be permit ted  a 
non-deterministic variation. 

Other  conditions, such as that  which allows a bounded deviation between 
the t ime of the actual execution and the desired time, can be expressed by a 
similar processes. Times relative to the system clock can be specified by refer- 
ring to the cycle event. If our requirement refers to an average, ra ther  than  a 
bounded, execution rate our specification must maintain a more complex history 
of executions, but the principles remain the same. 

A s s i s t i n g  a n a l y s i s  o f  e r r o r s .  To augment these general specifications, we can 
employ a valuable practical insight which has arisen in recent work. When check- 
ing a refinement automatically, it is both  usual and generMly useful to insist tha t  
the shortest  trace leading to an error is returned if the refinement fails to hold. 
In a t iming requirement, this means tha t  an error is reported when the execu- 
tion of a task becomes overdue. In this application, however, it would be more 
useful to give some indication of the interval between a task becoming overdue 
and its actual  execution time. (This is particularly the case with less-critical 
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tasks, where some failure to meet deadlines may be permitted.)  Specifications 
in the above style can provide this information if we change their action on the 
detection of an error. 

Consider the B R A T E  process above; if a t ime limit is exceeded, this process 
will not let further tock events occur, and a delinquent implementat ion will fail 
to refine B R A T E  because it will allow tock but not the scheduling exec action. 
However we can weaken the specification slightly to give 

B R A T E ( i , n )  = ( i f n  < Tmax~ t h e n  tock --* B R A T E ( i , n  + 1) 
else IDLEFOR( 2. Tmaxi ) ) 

[] 
( i f  Tmin~ <~ n t h e n  exec.i ~ B R A T E ( i ,  0) else  S T O P )  

where 

IDLEFOR(n)  = if 0 ~< n t h e n  tock ~ IDLEFOR(n  - 1 ) else S T O P  

This process allows some additional tock events to occur after a deadline has 
been missed, but prevents further task executions: if a task is scheduled late, 
the failure will be detected when it is actually executed, ra ther  than when the 
deadline passed. Checking refinement of such a specification can have one of 
three outcomes: 

- Successful refinement, indicating that  the deadline is always met,  
- A failure resulting from the implementat ion allowing an exec event which the 

specification did not permit.  This indicates that  a deadline has been missed, 
and allows the amount  by which it was missed to be determined from the 
trace leading to the error. 

- A failure resulting from the implementat ion allowing a clock tick (tock) which 
the specification did not permit.  This indicates that  the implementat ion 
missed the deadline by more than the amount specified (STmaxi in the 
above example).  

3.3 S e q u e n c e  T i m i n g  

We can extend the style of specification used above to capture constraints on 
sequences of task execution. First consider the case when the task sequence we 
are considering is guaranteed to have completed before the next occurrence of 
the task which begins it. The specification process can be built in two parts: a 
timer, which records the time elapsed since the first task in the sequence began 
to execute, and a monitor  which observes the remaining tasks being executed 
and resets the t imer when the sequence is completed successfully. If the counter 
reaches the limit before all the desired executions have completed, the observer 
should indicate that  the process violates the specification. 

Suppose trig is the first task in the sequence, and that  subsequently all the 
tasks in sequence actions must be scheduled within Tlim. The counter will s tar t  
as a process Limit  which simply awaits an occurrence of the first task: 

Limit(trig, count) = tock -~ Limit(trig, count) 
[] exec.trig ~ Bound(trig, count, count) 
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When this task has begun executing, the process will enter a s tate  Bound in 
which the t imer is active: each took decrements the t ime remaining until zero is 
reached. At this point no further rocks are permit ted by the specification, and 
if the implementat ion permits them, the trace refinement condition will fail to 
hold. 

Bound(trig, count, curr )=  ( i f  0 < curr t h e n  (3) 
took --* Bound(trig, count, curt  - 1 ) 
else  STOP)  

[] reset --+ Limit(trig, count) 
[] exec!trig ---+ Bound(trig, count, curt) 

The task monitor  process is build as a sequential composition of processes 
which each wait for a specific task and terminate  successfully when it is observed. 
This unit will be called Await ( f ,  X),  where f is the required event and X is the 
set of possible events. Events in X - ( f )  will be ignored. 

Awai t ( f ,  X)  = ~ (x ~ i f  x = f t h e n  SKIP  else  Awai t ( f ,  X))  
x :X  

The task execution sequence can be captured as a sequential composition of 
Await  processes (Events records which events are possible): 

Waiting On ( current, Events, s) = 

i f  null(current) t h e n  reset --~ WaitingOn( s, Events, s) 
else  

( A wait ( head ( current ), Events); 
Waiting On ( tail (current), Events, s) ) 

The following process shows how these elements may be combined. They syn- 
chronize on the reset signal and on exec.trig. 

(Limit(trig, Tlim) 

II 
{ exec. ~rig,reset ) 

WaitingOn( s, ran(actions), s) \ {reset} 
where s = (exec.trig)~(exec.ili ~-- actions) 

The reset event is not intended to be par t  of the specification, and thus is hidden 
from the environment.  To use such a specification, we take a model of our system, 
and hide any events which do not directly appear  in our specification, such as 
the cycle event marking the beginning of a frame, or executions of tasks not 
relevant to the requirement in question. We then simply require tha t  this system 
model is a trace refinement of the specification. 

This specification still makes two assumptions: tha t  no more than  one in- 
stance of any sequence is "active" at any one time, and that  the triggering event 
of a sequence does not also occur in the list of triggered actions. The lat ter  re- 
striction seems rarely to be a problem in practice, because most  specifications 
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of this type s tar t  with a hardware related input task, while the remainder  of the 
computa t ion  is concerned with updat ing state variables and producing output .  
The former is a somewhat  greater  restriction, but is may be relaxed by expand- 
ing our specification to include several concurrent instances of the process given 
above. 

3.4 Q u a n t i t a t i v e  R e s u l t s  

We now consider the problem of obtaining numerical estimates of properties of 
our system. Given tha t  we may prove that  a process System refines another,  
Spec, can we measure "how well" it actually meets the requirement thus repre- 
sented? Our specification for a sequence t iming constraint,  for example, is already 
constructed as an observer, monitoring the tasks which are executed and main- 
taining a count of the t ime elapsed since the s tar t  of a sequence. The value of 
this counter at the point where the execution of the last task in the sequence is 
observed clearly gives an measure of the margin remaining before the deadline 
in a part icular  point in the execution. Every state of the specification in which 
the t iming requirement has just  been satisfied will have such a value associated 
with it. Thus if we can identify the set of states which our "observer" can reach 
while observing our system, we can find the set of possible margin values, and 
in part icular  we can identify the least. 

Suppose that  our specification is augmented to offer to t ransmit  the value of 
this margin on some channel m which is not used in the actual  system model. 
The set of all possible values of this margin can be obtained by examining all 
possible sequences of events which our system may perform. Call this set Val(m): 

Val(m) = { t13  s �9 s e Traces(System) and sr'(m.t} e Traces(Spec)} (4) 

The minimum numerical value in this set represents the least t iming margin 
which can be achieved after any trace of the process System. (Recall that  if 
Spec ET System, then Traces(Spec) includes all the traces of System, by defini- 
tion.) For the cases concerning us at present, System and Spec can be represented 
as finite-state machines, and it is thus theoretically possible to identify all the 
traces of System, and all the events which Spec may allow after them. When 
proving a refinement holds using the F D R  tool, the set of all reachable spec- 
ification states is necessarily maintained by the tool: it is a trivial mat te r  to 
arrange that  the tool return the set of events which the specification were ever 
willing to allow. This gives the value of Val(c) for any channel c at negligible 
additional cost over proving that  the refinement held in any case. 

The  necessary modification to the sequential execution specification (3) is 
simple: we replace the process reset -* Limit(trig, count) with one which may 
output  the margin after a reset: 

reset --~ (Limit(trig, count) N m!curr --+ STOP) 

As the only additional events are confined to a channel whose name can be 
chosen so as not to appear  in the implementat ion model, this change equally 
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does not accept any otherwise prohibited implementations, and the observer's 
behaviour after re!curt is irrelevant - the channel is never used by the system, 
and thus never actually observed. 

A similar construction can be used to determine parameters which are gen- 
erated not by an external observer, but which are actually available within the 
system model itself. We will use processor slack time as a example, but  the 
same technique applies to parameters (e.g. queue lengths) which are less easy to 
estimate by straightforward arithmetic. Provided that  our design is adequate, 
when the processor completes the scheduled work within a cycle there will be 
some time remaining before the next cycle is due to start. In practice, the time 
between one frame and the next will be occupied with non-critical background 
tasks; similarly we may add a task to our formal model which is active over this 
interval and which simply counts the time periods which elapse until the next 
cycle start  signal occurs. If this count is output  over a channel not otherwise 
used in the model on commencement of the following cycle, the possible values 
of the processor slack time may be determined simply from the set of all events 
which the extended system may ever be observed to perform. This set is usually 
denoted aSystem in CSP and may be expressed as 

~rP = {a 13 s �9 s e Traces(P) and s~(a)  C Traces(P)} 

(The first conjunct is implied by the second, but this form serves to show the 
structural  resemblance to (4).) Once again this information can be collected as 
during an automated refinement check with F D R .  Indeed the results will be 
independent of the specification so long as the specification does not fail or 
diverge 1. As the additional channel (slack, say) is an artifact of our modelling 
rather than a physical entity, other specifications can simply be expanded to 
ignore it: 

SPEC' = SPEC II CHAOS{slack} 
0 

4 M o d e l l i n g  E m b e d d e d  P r o g r a m s  

4.1 Implementat ion  structures 

As discussed in Section 1.1, the type of system we are considered is usually 
programmed in an extremely conservative and simplistic style. Time critical 
activities are generally regulated by a single timer interrupt signal, which will 
cause the scheduler to be invoked at the beginning of each minor cycle. The 
scheduler will determine which tasks are to be executed, updating its internal 
state as necessary, and then execute the tasks in sequence. In the simplest cases, 
the relative order of in which the tasks are examined as candidates for execution 
is fixed. The scheduler maintains a count identifying the position of the current 

1A situation in which all CSP refinements trivially hold, and which F D R  thus does 
not examine further. 
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minor cycle within the major  one, and simply examines each task in turn. Tasks 
are associated with the set of minor cycle numbers in which they are to execute, 
and if the current cycle is in this set, the task is run, otherwise it is skipped for 
the current minor cycle. This gives rise to a natural  harmonic execution scheme: 
tasks active in every minor cycle run at the highest frequency; tasks active in 
every other minor cycle at half this frequency and so for slower repetition rates if 
necessary. This is reasonable restriction keeps the potential  interactions between 
tasks executing at different frequencies to a minimum, which is impor tant  for 
both  design and testing. 

In the case of the EMS example, the highest frequency tasks are to be ex- 
ecuted every 6.25ms, and the slowest frequency tasks at intervals of 25ms. We 
may thus arrange our schedule with a major  cycle of 25ms containing four minor 
cycles (0. . .  3) each 6.25ms long. A possible schedule to implement this scheme is 
given in Table 2. In our simple case-study the scheduling requirements have been 

Order!Task ]Cycles-- Order Task Cycles-- Order Task Cycles] 
1RSD [012 3 8 C O T  0 15AGT 1 3] 
2 R F P  ]01 2 3 9CSD 0 2 16DCP 2 
3 R O T  0 10CtT 0 1 2  3 17DFP 0 1 2 3  
4RAA 0 2 l l C W T  2 18LSS 3 
5 RWT 2 12 AMX 1 19 IES 3[ 
6RXA 1 13DI 01 2 3 
7 D T M  1 14CFP 0 1  2 3 

Table  2. A cyclic schedule for the EMS 

assumed to be the same at all times; in more practical systems there are likely to 
be additional factors (such as a system operat ing mode) to be taken into account. 
In the major i ty  of cases, relatively little information is used by the scheduler, 
and so maintaining and testing this information adds little complexity to either 
the program or its verification. Although the additional scheduling cases must 
be analysed, there are unlikely to be more than a small number  of them. We 
may  also make use of the abstract ion supported by the CSP theory to replace 
a complex but  constrained da ta  s tructure by a process which is more nondeter- 
ministic but  requires less information about  the application or the environment 
(see Section 5). 

4.2 C S P  m o d e l s  

We use three major  components to construct a CSP model of a scheduler system 
of this sort: a t iming element, a s tate or memory  element, and a process which 
represents the actual  execution sequences. These are expressed as CSP processes 
and combined using parallel composition to give a complete model of the system. 
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T i m i n g .  A timer process is used which relates the occurrence of scheduler events 
(such as cycle events indicating the start  of a minor cycle) to the physical passage 
of time. Our formal model will simply insist that  a cycle events are separated by 
a fixed number of time intervals - the process has an exactly similar s tructure 
to Equation 2. 

M e m o r y .  One or more store processes will keep track of the information which 
the scheduler uses to determine control flow. This will include both scheduler spe- 
cific state, such as the frame and cycle counters, and any application-dependent 
data  (such knowledge of any failures observed in a fault-tolerant network, sys- 
tem operating mode, etc.). Counters may be modelled simply as a process which 
maintains a number which is incremented periodically and which may be read 
by the scheduler when required. In modelling other state information, we may 
take any conservative non-deterministic approximation to the actual system be- 
haviour and still be assured of the validity of our analysis. The  correctness of 
such an approximation can be proved by refinement (see Section 5). 

E x e c u t i o n  s e q u e n c i n g  The most complex process is that  which represents the 
control flow through the actual program. In its simplest form, this may closely 
resemble the procedural code for the scheduler implementation, taking the form 
of a loop which indexes a data  table including information about each task. One 
possible form for this component simply treats tasks as separate parallel com- 
ponents, and adds an additional scheduling process which repeatedly schedules 
a task, awaits its completion and schedules the next task. A typical task might 

exee.id --~ Run( id, max, max) 
[] 

rock -~ TASK ( id, max) 

Run(id, max, rest) = if  rest = 0 t h e n  done --. TASK(id,  max) 
else (done -* TASK ( id, max )~ 

toek --+ Run( id, max, rest - 1)) 

The task switches from idle to running on receipt of an exec signal, and executes 
for a maximum of max time units. On completion it informs the scheduler via the 
done signal and returns to the idle state. This approach follows the conceptuM 
model of the implementation and requires that  t h e  scheduler ensures that  at 
most one task is active at any time. 

An Mternative approach which reflects the structural arrangement of the 
software is to represent each task by a process which terminates successfully 
on completion of a single cycle's execution. These processes can be arranged in 
sequence to represent the schedule: 

TaskSet = Task(A, 30) ; Task(B, 45) ; . . .  ; TaskSet 

This approach removes the need for a done signM, and makes explicit the fact 
the only one process is executing at any given time. Both these factors can 

take the form 

TASK(  id, max) = 
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simplify the mechanical verification of a refinement. In either case, the structure 
of all tasks is similar: changes in schedule or task sets require modification to 
the data  and the instantiation of these process definitions, not to the definitions 
themselves. 

5 V e r i f i c a t i o n  

The essence of verifying that  a model of the form outlined above satisfies spec- 
ifications as discussed in Section 3 is to prove that  a refinement relation holds 
between the CSP specification process and the implementation model. As de- 
scribed in Section 1.2, once certain liveness obligations have been satisfied by 
the system model, we may demonstrate many properties solely by considering 
the traces of the processes involved. 

The compositional nature of trace refinement and the CSP operators allow 
us to break verifications down into a number of separate cases. The CSP parallel 
operator  II is identical to conjunction of trace specifications, and we may thus 

choose to prove one or more conditions with single refinement. Additionally if 
R is a trace specification which constrains only events in set X, and a process 
P satisfies R, the laws of CSP guarantee that  any system whose behaviour on 
X is constrained by P will also satisfy R: we may "factor out" that  part  of 
our system model which enforces a particular condition and thus simplify our 
analysis further. 

The relationship between trace refinement and parallel composition can be 
exploited further if we need to verify a condition which depends on assump- 
tions about  the environment: placing a deterministic process which enforces the 
condition in parallel with our system model will constrain the space of possible 
behaviours accordingly. We should note, however, that  in order for this approach 
to be valid, the "well-formedness" property (1) must be shown to hold of the 
system and constraint together. 

The complexity of any analysis of a cyclic system, either mechanical or by 
hand, will depend heavily on the length of the cycle being considered. To avoid 
the complexity of modelling long cycles, we can abstract away from the details of 
some infrequent tasks. Suppose the highest frequency tasks in our system were 
executed every 5ms, and the majority of tasks were repeated every 50ms. If one 
of these tasks in turn executed a sub-schedule and invoked relatively infrequent 
task with period ls, say, then a full inductive proof would have to consider at 
least a possible 200 combinations. In many cases, however, the time occupied by 
infrequent tasks will be small, and we may make a conservative assumption that 
every invocation of the sub-scheduling task occupies a non-deterministic amount 
of time up to the actual worst case. If this approximation can be made, we need 
only consider (50ms/5ms --) 10 configurations. It may be that the schedule will 
not meet all its requirements under this assumption, but we can be sure that 
those it does meet hold of the actual system. 

This is an example of an approach which has been found of use on a number of 
separate projects: the exploitation of the compositional nature of CSP refinement 
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to allow piecewise simplification of a complex system while maintaining a formal 
guarantee of correctness. If a system S built up from a sub-component P using 
any of the standard CSP operators, the monotonicity of refinement with respect 
to these operations ensures that  if S meets a requirement R when some simpler 
component P '  is used in place of P ,  say R E_ S[P'], and p / i s  a conservative 
approximation of P,  P '  E P,  then the whole system S[P] is a refinement of R. 

5.1 E x t r a c t i o n  o f  q u a n t i t a t i v e  d a t a  

Assuming that  the refinement relations which need to be established are being 
verified mechanically by the F D R  tool, extraction of the additional information 
required to give quantitative results is straightforward, and in the majori ty of 
cases causes no significant run-time penMties. As discussed earlier, the quanti- 
tative measure associated with a specification state can be encoded in the set of 
events which the state may permit. A simple modification to the F D R  system 
allows the refinement checking process to record which specification states were 
visited in the course of a check, and to export  this information at the end of 
a check. We then may examine which events on any nominated channel were 
possible, and so deduce the possible values of the timing margin. Processor slack 
t ime can be similarly extracted from the set of ali events occurring in any trace 
of the implementation. In either of these cases we are most interested in the 
minimum values of the sets of (margin or slack) times returned by the modified 
tool. Table 3 shows the results obtained for the EMS example. 

Input Output Limit/its Task sequence Margin/tts 
Accel. position Injector timing 6250 ( RAA, csD,  CIT, DI ) 3000 
Exhaust anal. " 25000 ( RXA, AMX, LSS, CSD, 

CIT, DI ) 
6250 ( RSD, CIT, DI ) 

25000 ( RSD, DTM ) 

2250 
Engine speed " 2250 
Engine speed Tachometer 4000 

Table  3. Some sequence specifications for the EMS, with margins 

6 E x t e n s i o n s ,  P r o s p e c t s  a n d  R e l a t e d  W o r k  

6.1 I n t e r - p r o c e s s o r  c o m m u n i c a t i o n s  &~ f a u l t - t o l e r a n c e  

While establishing the properties described above can give significant confidence 
in the basic correct operation of a scheduler, when we consider more complex 
issues, the benefits of formal analysis over informal inspection become still more 
apparent.  Embedded systems need to communicate for a variety of reasons, in- 
cluding the implementation of distributed control, instrumentation and testing, 
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or to exchange information with peer systems providing a fault-tolerant multi- 
processor. The design of such systems must address a number of complexities 
including the architectural and algorithmic arrangement of suitable communi- 
cation patterns, and the lower level issues of synchronization, timing, and data 
flow. The CSP formalism can be used to specify and verify system-wide proper- 
ties such as deadlock-freedom, or fault-tolerant agreement. 

Models build from the implementation structure in the manner of Section 4 
are generally unwieldy for such verification, but the compositional and symmetric 
nature of CSP refinement provides a useful approach. Suppose two processors are 
communicating via shared memory: to ensure reliable communication we must 
maintain timing constraints on the reading and writing tasks. Specifications 
based on (3) can be produced for the reader and writer, and each processor 
verified independently. These specifications abstract from all but the crucial 
communications related events, and are consequently much simpler than the 
full processor models. We may now build a model of the system replacing each 
processor by the specification which we know it to satisfy, and verify system-wide 
properties using this simpler model. 

6 . 2  P r o s p e c t s  

The scheduler scheme modelled in Section 4 is simple, easy to implement, and 
consequently widely used in practice. It does have significant disadvantages, how- 
ever, in that providing a flexible response to a variety of loading conditions and 
functions can be difficult to achieve with a single order of execution, and the 
time at which tasks later in the cycle are executed can vary widely. Where the 
authoritative bodies permit, we may ease these problems by adopting a more 
flexible scheduling policy. Systems based on priority queues are common, for 
example. Extension of the analysis given here to such systems is not difficult, 
and simple examples using a pre-emptive scheduler have also been examined. 
The same analysis techniques can be applied to automatically generated sched- 
ules: the confidence gained by using a verification technique separate from the 
program which generates a schedule is a valuable asset in some markets. 

6.3 R e l a t e d  Work  

Many languages [1] and notations [3] have been proposed and adopted for de- 
scribing real-time systems. The encoding of time used in this work is particularly 
close to the synchrony hypothesis of ESTEREL [1], which assumes that elemen- 
tary computation and communication take negligible time. Verification work 
based on these languages, however, tends to use different notations to express 
properties and system models: our use of CSP for both purposes not only en- 
ables partial abstraction as described in Section 5, but also removes the practical 
barriers of introducing and maintaining two distinct languages. This also applies 
to the work in [2], which uses the SMV model-checker to yield similar results to 
those described here. The modelling of time used in that work, however, depends 
on a synchronous transition relation: time is measured in terms of the number 
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of state-transitions undergone by the system. Our encoding of time as an event, 
in contrast, provides a more flexible interpretation: different events may encode 
different clocks (an important feature of multi-processor analysis), and relation- 
ships between them can be flexibly expressed as concurrent processes. 

Much work on the formalization and verification of fault-tolerance has been 
done by Rushby et al. [12, 7]. Their approach differs in using a logical rather than 
process algebraic expression of properties and in concentrating on the correctness 
of the fundamental algorithms rather than on a particular implementation. 

7 S u m m a r y  

As a technical exercise, this work shows how formal specification can be used 
to verify key properties of embedded scheduling systems taken directly from 
production software. The results show that all tasks complete before the next 
cycle is due and demonstrates that tasks are executed with specified frequencies 
and "jitter". We also produce quantitative estimates of process slack time and 
the margins associated with input-to-output timing bounds. Variation of the 
discrete time step used shows that the results are largely independent of this 
modelling parameter. 

The analysis requires only a single model of the software system, which can 
support both straightforward safety property tests and timing analysis. In prac- 
tice, a great many timing requirements will be either a repetition constraint or 
a sequence timing condition. This regularity means that a great many require- 
ments can be expressed in terms of a few basic definitions. The ability of the 
theory to support compositional verification means that checking these proper- 
ties is then a mechanical task, involving little human input once the data entry 
is complete. Further, the systems to be modelled tend to exhibit similar regular- 
ity: once we have defined the process structures and models which characterize 
a class of schedulers or policies, changes t o t h e  actual system implementation 
require modification of the parameters of the model, not its structure. 

In terms of the engineering process, we feel that the results are similarly en- 
couraging: we have used this approach on practical problems taken from impor- 
tant application areas, and have had' little difficulty in obtaining useful results. 
Even "real-world" schedulers produced without the intention of applying a for- 
mal model seem amenable to capture in CSP, and the models that result are not 
overly complex for analysis using existing tools. Among the issues highlighted 
by these projects are: 

- Choice of formalism: where practical results in a short time-scale are required 
a mature theory with simple models and theoretical and practical support 
(such as CSP) may prove a better choice than a more expressive but more 
complex theory (such as real-time TCSP). 

- Understanding the engineering environment is important. Theorems assert- 
ing correctness with respect to given assumptions may not be as useful as 
cheap investigations of the consequences of a set of approximations. 
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- Modelling effort should be independent of actual implementations where 
practical: details of system requirements and designs change far more often 
than the basic structure. 

- Formal methods practitioners need to be open to suggestions: the quanti- 
tative results and the modified specification of Section 3.2 were devised in 
direct response to user queries. 

If the application of formal methods is to have a future, we must remember that  
providing the customer with results is the goal; as with any other engineering 
discipline, delivering the required information or assurance is more important  
than the methods used to provide it. 
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A T h e  C S P  l a n g u a g e .  

The CSP language is a means of describing components or systems, processes, 
whose external actions are the communication or refusal of instantaneous atomic 
events. All the participants in an event must agree on its performance. The CSP 
processes we use will be constructed from the following: 

STOP is the simplest CSP process: it never engages in any action, and never 
terminates. 

SKIP similarly never performs any action, but instead terminates successfully, 
passing control to the next process in sequence (see ; below). 

CHA OSA is another simple process: it may perform, or refuse, any actions from 
the set A at any time. 

a --* P is the most basic program constructor. It waits to perform the event a 
and after this has occurred subsequently behaves like process P.  The same 
notation is used for outputs (c!v --~ P) and inputs (c?x --~ P(x)) of values 
along named channels. 

P n Q represents nondeterministic or internal choice. It may behave like P or 
Q arbitrarily. 

P [3 Q represents external or deterministic choice. It will offer the initial actions 
of both P and Q to its environment at first; its subsequent behaviour is like 
P if the initial action chosen was possible only for P,  and like Q if the initial 
action selected Q. If P and Q have common initial actions, its subsequent 
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behaviour is nondeterministic (like n). A deterministic choice between STOP 
and another  process, STOP [] P, is identical to P.  

P II Q represents parallel (concurrent) composition. P and Q evolve separately, 
A 

except that  events in A occur only when P and Q agree to perform them. 
P ; Q is a sequential, ra ther  than parallel, composition. I t  behaves like P until 

and unless P terminates successfully; its subsequent behaviour is tha t  of Q. 
P \ A is the CSP abstract ion or hiding operator.  This process behaves as P 

except that  events in set A are hidden from the environment and are solely 
determined by P: the environment can neither observe nor influence them. 

We also use the obvious generalizations of the choice operators  over non-empty 

sets, writ ten F]z:z and F]x:x. 
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